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CIS Collaboration Grant - Application  

Application 

Your submission must include CV, list major scientific achievements and a research plan in 
line with the following guidelines. 
 
1. CV  
Your CV should be structured as follows (if applicable): 
 

1. Personal information, including the researcher ID (e.g. OrcID, ResearcherID, Google 
Scholar ID) 

2. Education. Young researchers who did their PhD up to 10 years ago should provide the 
name of their PhD supervisor. Applicants without a PhD must indicate the date of their last 
academic degree, clinicians without an MD-PhD must indicate the date of their state 
examination. 

3. Employment history including current position(s) 
4. Institutional responsibilities 
5. Approved research projects 
6. Supervision of junior researchers at graduate and postgraduate level (summary 

information, the names of the junior researchers should be indicated) 
7. Teaching activities (summary information) 
8. Memberships in panels, boards, etc., and individual scientific reviewing activities 
9. Active memberships in scientific societies, fellowships in renowned academies 
10. Organisation of conferences 
11. Prizes, awards, fellowships 
12. Career breaks (provide justification) 

 

2. The research output  
The list should be structured as follows (if applicable): 
 

1. Peer-reviewed publications in international scientific journals 
2. Peer-reviewed books/monographs 
3. Peer-reviewed conference papers 
4. Contributions to books 
5. Under points 1-4 only "published" or "in press" publications can be listed. 
6. Patents and licenses  
7. Oral contributions to international conferences 
8. Outreach activities (e.g. public engagement in science, technology and knowledge transfer 

activities, scientific art performances, etc.) 
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9. General contributions to science (e.g. spokesperson for international experiments, leader of 
international expeditions, founder of international networks and training programmes, etc.) 

10. Other artefacts with documented use (e.g. maps, methods, prototype demos, software, 
databases, design, arXiv-articles, contributions to big data collaborations, etc.). 

 

3. Research plan guideline  
The research plan must not exceed 10 pages annexes included.  
 
1. Summary of the research plan 

In your summary, please present the background and rationale of the project, list its overall 
objectives and specific aims, mention the methods to be used, and briefly discuss the 
expected results and their impact for the field and beyond.  

2. Research plan 
  2.1 Current state of research in the field 

Describe your project in the context of the current state of knowledge in your field. Make 
reference to the most important publications and authors. 

2.2 Current state of your own research 
Please present the research work you have already undertaken in the relevant field, 
describe the results obtained so far as well as the relevance of these preliminary 
undertakings for your project. 

2.3 Detailed research plan 
Based on the information provided under 2.1 and 2.2, please specify the approach you are 
taking and the concrete objectives that you aim to achieve in the period of funding. 

2.4 Schedule and milestones 
Please compile a schedule that includes the most important milestones. 

2.5 Relevance and impact 
Please assess the scientific relevance and the broader impact of your research. 

3. Bibliography 
List the sources of all concluded and/or ongoing work referred to in the research plan. 

 
 


